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ABSTRACT

This report presents highlights of major projects in
the Accelerator Technology (AT) Division of the Los Alamos
National Laboratory. The first section deals with the
Fusion Materials Irrar.iation Test Facility. The second sec-
tion covers code development and documentation done by the
Accelerator Theory and Simulation Group. Following sections
relate to the Proton Storage Ring, the racetrack microtron
projects, beam dynamics, accelerator structure development,
and LAMPF II. The last sections discuss programs involving
free-electron laser technology, microwave and magnet tech-
nology, the portable accelerator, and klystron code develop-
ment. The report concludes with a listing of papers
published by AT-Oivision personnel during this reporting
period.



FUSION MATERIALS IRRADIATION TEST

Directives deferring most work on the Fusion Materials Irradiation Test

Facility (FMIT) for an indefinite future were received from the Office of

Fusion Energy of the Department of Energy in August 1984. Except for a small

effort to continue negotiations aimed at establishing agreements for inter-

national funding of the facility, all project activities at the Hanford

Engineering and Development Laboratory were terminated at the end of FY 84.

Los Alamos will use all of the FY 85 funding in excess of the close-out costs

to continue accelerator development for as much of the fiscal year as possible.

Termination of the accelerator program near the end of FY 85 will be necessary

unless additional funding is obtained for FY 86.

Significant progress in the development of the 2-MeV accelerator was made

during this reporting period. We obtained cw operation of the accelerator at

an rf power level of 325 kW and at a beam current of 25 mA and now have about

200 h of cw rf operation at or above 300 kW. We have accelerated cw beam for

a total of about 7 h. Most of the control and beam-diagnostics systems have

been checked with beam and have been reworked as necessary. A very preliminary

characterization cf the beam from the RFQ indicates that the energy gain,

bunching factor, and emittance growth are consistent with the simulation cal-

culations that were used to design the radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ).

Operation of the RFQ at high average rf power is providing us with con-

siderable insight into the special demands placed on the design and fabrication

of cw linear accelerators. However, if adequate funding is not available to

continue this 2-MeV accelerator test program and the subsequent 5-MeV program,

we will not be able to fully qualify the accelerator for its application in the

FMIT facility.

ACCELERATOR

Operation

The rf conditioning of the FMIT RFQ resumed in late March 1984, following

a prolonged shutdown for repair as outlined in the previous report. The rework

of tlu RFQ during this period significantly improved operation. The rf power

level quickly exceeded the previous high mark and briefly operated at full

power before a failure of the copper plating over a stainless steel tube forced

a shutdown for some minor repairs. The conditioning was again interrupted at



the end of June because of a plugged water-coolinq line on the upstream coaxial

capacitor. Thermal analysis indicated that even without water-cooling, the

ultimate temperature of the ring would be substantially below the melting point

of the soft solder used to attach the cooling line to the capicitor. Subse-

quently, we discovered a discrepancy between the RFQ mechanical drawings and

the "as built" configuration of the core-tank cooling channels. This discrep-

ancy resulted in inadequate cooling of the core tank. A thermal analysis of

the capacitor ring with inadequate core-tank cooling predicted temperatures in

excess of the melting point of the solder, which agreed with our observations.

The plugged cooling line was quickly repaired, and the RFQ was reinstalled

late in July with adequate water flow in the core-tank cooling channels. Dur-

ing this time, we carefully examined the rf surfaces where we had previously

observed multipactoring. We could find no evidence of multipactoring anywhere

inside the RFQ, indicating that the titanium-nitriding method we had developed

was successful in this respect.

When rf conditioning resumed early in August, full-power operation was

achieved within z relatively short time, and a 2-HeV cw beam was accelerated

on August 6, 1984.

The beam energy was determined to be 2 HeV from time loops measuring beam

drift velocity, while the beam current was measured calorimetrically with the

beamstop and compared to the rf power loading. The Pearson pulse transformer

and the wall current monitor will require more development before they can be

used routinely. The problem with these devices is that the pulse-shape char-

acteristic of the beam could not be duplicated by calibration devices. Hence,

further development of these devices required actual 2-MeV beam from the RFQ.

Now that their response characteristics can be analyzed, continued development

should soon yield useful diagnostic tools.

The Reticon device used to obtain beam profiles was not working during

these initial cw beam tests. However, we were able to obtain estimates of the

beam contours from the holes burned in 0.25-mm-thick strips of stainless steel

placed transversely to the beamline for that purpose. Estimation of the emit-

tance from these holes has yielded a factor of 2.7 emittance growth in the

RFQ, which is very close to the theoretical result of 2.5.

To date we have run cw beam for a total of about 7 h and have achieved

greater than 84% transmission with 25 mA of H beam measured on the beam-

stop. Because the beam power is so high, a small mistake has the potential for



causing substantial damage within a very short time. Hence, we are proceeding

carefully toward our goal of iGO-mA cw operation.

Instrumentation and Control System

Ethernet Development. The data communications network (DECNET) in use

for the 2-MeV accelerator is a general-purpose, vendor-supplied system. It

requires a significant amount of computer memory in each mode, and access to

the network is complicated. The present facility control system (FCS) uses a

separate program in each mode to handle network messages. Messages are then

transferred to the programs that use the data contained in the messages. A

simple access to the data-communication's network would eliminate the need for

the message-handling tasks and message transfers between programs in each com-

puter. The Ethernet local area network (LAN) provides such an access if soft-

ware drivers are written. There are three types of access to the LAN required

for a distributed intelligence, computer control system. These are message

transfer, file transfer, and system down-line loading. The message-transfer

and file-transfer software for Q-bus machines are complete, and testing has

begun.

The application of Ethernet to the FCS will be undertaken in two phases.

Phase 1 is the conversion of 2 major programs, 1 in each of 2 modes to use

Ethernet for data communications but maintaining the 13-word format that is

used with the present system. This phase was instrumental in working out the

details of the implementation. This phase is complete. In Phase 2 the FCS

software will be modified to make use of the variable message length that is

an advantage of the Ethernet LAN. This work is just starting.

Beam Diagnostics. The prototype Reticon hardware was repaired and is

now operational. The final version of the Reticon-based beam-characterization

system for the high-energy beam-transport system has been designed and is now

being fabricated. This system will be available for use in early December,

1984.

The beam-position monitors (BPM) in the bore tubes of the quadrupole

focusing magnets immediately following the RFQ were exposed to the unacceler-

ated beam transported by the RFQ and were rendered inoperative shortly after

cw acceleration of beam. However, before these monitors were destroyed, the



signals from them indicated a pulse length of about 1.25 ns, as expected. To

continue the development of BPMs, a set is being installed at the position of

the first pickup for the time-of-flight system where the BPMs will be shielded

from the beam.

Linac Engineering

We performed a series of measurements on the RFQ for FMIT to help diagnose

and correct a problem with the slug tuners. The measurements involved measur-

ing the Q of the core tank and manifold tank for different positions of the

slug tuners. From these measurements and from measurements of the power bal-

ance between the RFQ core tank and the manifold t?.nK , we deduced that a mode

of the slug tuners themselves was coupled to the system and considerable power

was being lost to the slug tuners. The cause of the problem was the straps

that were installed to shunt current around the stainless steel bellows in the

tuners.

Replacement of the straps by rf finger stock around the circumference of

the slug-tuner body (to short the body of the tuner to the sluq-tuner port

wall) has proved to be a very satisfactory method of excluding the rf fields

from the region behind the slug tuner, where we have experienced severe over-

heating of the slug-tuner components. After several hundred hours of oper-

ation, we see no degradation in the integrity of the finger stock.

Work on the FMIT RFQ also included making a comparison between two inde-

pendent methods for determining the fraction of power in the manifold as a

function of slug-tuner position. One method relied on relative power measured

by two loops for the 0- and tr-mode excitations of the system, and the other

method was essentially a perturbation method that relied only on frequency

measurements. Both methods had the advantage that they could be used while

the system was assembled and under vacuum. The data could be obtained simul-

taneously and then the results of the two methods compared. In our tests, the

two methods were in good agreement over the range in which 15-60% of the total

power was in the manifold.

Design work on the 5-MeV accelerator components progressed to the point

of 90% drawing completion for the major components: girder casting, hatch

cover, and end closures. The post couplers cannot be completed until the

cold-model studies defining their construction criteria are finished.



FMIT RF SYSTEM STATUS

Over 300 h of rf operation at power levels up to 300 kW cw were logged

during this reporting period. For the most part, the rf system performed "on

demand" under any conditions imposed by the RFQ experimental program, both with

and without beam. Some problems necessitating repair and/or replacement of

high-power rf components did develop; namely,

(1) damage to rf contact (finger-stock) material in the 14-in. coaxial

transmission line, causing rf leakage as weil as

(2) damage to the tetrode socket in the final power amplifier [caused by

high voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR)], leading to

(3) extensive damage in the driver (caused by water leaks in both FPA and

driver),

(4) short-circuited by-pass capacitors in both FPA and driver, and

(5) a cracked rf window.

These problems (and their solutions) have been discussed in the monthly

progress reports and require no further comment here, except to reiterate the

statement made repeatedly before, that this equipment has performed reliably

ever since it was installed, even when operated beyond its ratings. Cur-

rently, one amplifier chain is fully operational and a second is being brought

up to that status.

Between periods of operation and repair of the high-power system, work

continued on the low-level control chassis and interwiring

(1) to improve safety, reliability, effectiveness, and convenience;

(2) to expand the interface with the facility control (computer) system;

(3) to bring the documentation up-to-date.

A great deal of information from the rf monitors installed during the pre-

ceding period has been logged by the computer during RFQ operation. Some of

this has been extracted and analyzed to determine whether any trends could be

correlated with operator observations, or with damage to the structure dis-

closed upon subsequent disassembly. Some such correlation can be deduced, but

only after extensive data manipulation that has not yet been programmed into

the computer. For example, early in May, it was observed (without the aid of

the computer) that the relative signal strength from the vane-base monitor

loops changed drastically when the average power input to the RFQ was increased

from 100 to 150 kW (approximately). At low power, these signals are all within



±2 dB, and the "pattern" repeatability is much better than that; that is, if

the feedback signal (from the monitor at midstream in the top-port quadrant Q4)

is used as the reference, the other signals typically read as follows, within

0.25 dB (5%):

Upstream, dB

Midstream, dB

Downstream, dB

J0_
+1 .7

+1 .1

+1 .2

_Q2_

+0.4

-1.0

-0.5

_0J_

-0.6

-2.0

Q4

+0.8

0

+0.35

However, after a few hours at 150 kW, they read as follows:

Q1 Q2 Q3 04

Upstream, dB -4.2 -5.1 -0.97 +4.4

Midstream, dB -4.5 -7.8 -2.0 0

Downstream, dB -4.2 -6.7 -1.8 +0.34

Note that both interquadrant and intraquadrant variation changed. Only

Q3 remained relatively stable; signal strength doubled at the upstream end of

Q4, while that in the bottom quadrants dropped to roughly one-fourth the normal

level, relative to the reference. Subsequent operation at lower power level

showed that the original pattern had been restored; however, when high-power

operation was attempted again early in June, a similar, but less drastic, shift

was noted.

Shortly thereafter, the RFQ was disassembled, disclosing cracking at the

base of the manifold tuning capacitor. It seems likely that this, or perhaps

the damage to the slug tuners, could have produced these changes in the field

distribution within the core tank. Data taken by the computer could be used

to detect this sort of thing before extensive damage occurred, but a consider-

able programming effort would be required to accomplish this.

*The downstream monitor in the third quadrant is erratic, producing extremely
low readings most of the time.



ACCELERATOR THEORY AND SIMULATION

CODE DEVELOPMENT

ULTRAFISH. ULTRAFISH is a 3-D, rf-cavity program for calculating reso-

nant frequencies, electromagnetic energy stored in the cavity, transit-time

factors, energy dissipation on designated surfaces in the cavity, shunt impe-

dance, quality factors Q, and the effect of small perturbations on the resonant

frequencies that are due to small changes in the structure geometry. ULTRAFISH

is a generalization of the 2-D code SUPERFISH that does calculations for the

so-called m £ 0 cavity modes. ULTRAFibn is ROI a n, i! o~u psugram be^aube it

is limited to cavities that are figures of revolution.

The generalization from SUPERFISH to ULTRAFISH is complicated by the need

to reformulate the whole boundary value problem. The finite difference formu-

lation of the boundary conditions, taking into account the cylindrical general-

ization of a triangular mesh, resulted in many new special programming needs.

During this reporting period, we succeeded in deriving new boundary equations

that have resulted in a functioning program. Convergence checks have shown

that the code approaches the resonant frequency linearly, not quadratically,

as expected. R. L. Gluckstern, Los Alamos consultant, believes this effect may

be due to the use of some interior values in the boundary equations. It is

possible to approximate some of these boundary values without violating the

code structure. A second version oi the code has been programmed in this way

and is undergoing tests.

MOTION. MOTION is a three-dimensional particle-tracing code imported

from Germany via Canada. The code was written in a highly compact manner be-

cause of storage limitations in its home environment, making the code very

difficult to modify or troubleshoot. MOTION has been brought up on CTSS and

work has progressed on untangling the storage. New single-function common

blocks are being introduced, and a variable dictionary is being assembled.

Some code optimization has also been done.

A 3-D RF-Cavity Code. In actual practice, almost no accelerator struc-

tures have perfect cylindrical symmetry, there being a need to provide support

stems, coupling slots, feed apertures, tuning posts, etc., to a practical

structure. Present designers must rely on estimating the effects of these

asymmetries by perturbation techniques, followed by cold-model tests and



sometimes scale-model experiments. Often these models can be quite costly to

construct and time-consuming to measure and modify.

With the advent of parallel pipeline processors and inexpensive Urge-

scale memories, it becomes feasible to contemplate performing a truly 3-D cal-

culation of the resonant modes of an arbitrarily shaped cavity. Such an under-

taking is large and complex as described herein, but the prospects for achiev-

ing a workable analysis code within a few years are good.

The code development effort has been divided into four parts: (1) dis-

cretizing Maxwell's equations, (2) mesh generation, (3) matrix solution meth-

ods, and (4) output postprocessors. A collaboration has been worked out be-

tween Los Alamos, the Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron Laboratory (DESY),

Hamburg, West Germany, and the Kernforschung Anlage (KFA), Jiilich, West

Germany. Los Alamos will take the lead role in developing the shape inpux and

mesh-generation programming and in developing po^rccessors to interpret and

display the results of the analysis in a user-friendly and meaningful way.

DE5Y will take the lead in the formulation of the matrix coefficients, and KFA

will provide the lead role in the solution of the eigenvalue problem. Workers

from all three laboratories will contribute ideas, observations, and coding to

all phases of the program development.

We anticipate that the presently existing rudimentary 3-D cavity code

(with the working name K3), initially developed by T. Weiland at Los Alamos and

DESY, will serve as the basis for the future developments proposed here. The

method used in this code, the finite integration technique (or FIT method),

coupled with an enforcement of the condition V • E = 0, avoids the

generation of spurious solutions that have appeared in other 3-D cavity codes.

During this reporting period, three staff members at Los Alamos spent time

in Hamburg running the prototype program R3 on some test cases for which ex-

perimental measurements were available. The results agreed to within 5%.

Several versions of R3 have been brought from Hamburg to Los Alamos and are

available to friendly users as the executable file XR3. These visits also

resulted in a detailed formulation of the collaborative effort mentioned above.

This has been a period of staffing up, procuring equipment to generate

computer graphs, and analyzing the problem.



CODE DOCUMENTATION

POISSON Group. The POISSON group is the product of man-decades of de-

velopment, testing, and refinement. Chiefly responsible for the present-day

versions of the code are R. F. Holsinger and K. Halbach. This group of codes

is used in every national laboratory for purposes of magnet analysis and de-

sign, and rf cavity analysis and design. In addition, there are many users of

these codes in industry and at universities. The documentation effort has as

its primary goal the preparation of a comprehensive user's manual for the

POISSON Group of computer codes. It was envisioned that the user's manual

would serve not only as an introduction to the use of the codes, but would also

serve as a reference guide for the experienced user. As such, the guide should

contain worked example problems with sample input files and selected output.

It should also contain extended explanations of the use of the codes and tech-

nical appendixes covering the theory embodied in the codes.

Unfortunately, the user community has created many versions of these

codes; tnerefore, we had to first define the "standard version" before writing

a user's guide. The standard version now runs on the CRAY and VAX computer

systems. Many bugs have been found and corrected. At present the user's guide

is about 50% complete.

10



PROTON STORAGE RING

PROTON STORAGE RING CONSTRUCTION

The Los Alamos Proton Storage Ring (PSR) is in final stages of assembly

with first beam sche-iuled for April 1985. The project has required a coordi-

nated effort of the Accelerator Technology (AT), Medium Energy Physics (MP),

and Physics (P) Divisions, with nearly a hundred people involved during a

construction period spanning 4-1/2 yr.

Construction of the tunnel and equipment building to house the PSR was

completed in January 1984. We started immedia+ely to install equipment in the

buildings, a process that will continue right up to scheduled first beam in

April 1985. Installation in the ring and in the equipment building involves

different kinds of activities and each has been managed separately. All de-

velopment and installation work has been tracked in detail using a computerized

project management system (PERT).

Equipment Building

Installation work in the equipment building is mainly electrical and elec-

tronic: magnet power supplies, vacuum-pump supples, rf amplifiers, diagnostic

electronics, and the necessary control and power wiring. Wiring is being in-

stalled by Zia Company electricians. The program is on schedule and about 70%

complete. Where possible, power supplies and electronic equipment have been

purchased from commercial sources. All vacuum system equipment is installed,

and almost all of the magnet power supplies have been received and installed.

CAMAC control-computer interface equipment is also ready, and check-out of com-

plete equipment systems under computer control has begun. In addition to the

purchased equipment, several state-of-the-art systems (diagnostics, beam bunch-

ers, choppers, and kickers) have been developed in AT Division and are being

constructed and installed by AT-Division personnel. The development phase of

all special systems has been completed and all systems have passed performance

tests. Final assembly and installation is now under way. Overall, the in-

stallation work in the equipment building is more than half-finished and is

proceeding as planned.

11



Ring Tunnel

Installation in the storage ring tunnel is largely mechanical; it is domi-

nated by large magnets and the high-vacuum beam pipe. The ring installation

has been divided into five phases, which are illustrated in the five plan views

of the ring shown in Fig. 1. The work included in each phase is indicated by

the shaded regions. Roughly speaking, the five phases involve the following.

Phase I The sloping portion of PSR injection and extraction beamlines.

Phase II The remainder of injection and extraction beamlines and the beam

dumps.

Phase III The entire storage ring, except for injection and extraction

regions.

Phase IV The storage ring injection and extraction regions.

Phase V Sections of beamlines left out earlier to facilitate access.

A detailed schedule has been worked out for installation of each phase.

OUHOOUPOLES

TUNE UP K I N STOP

H" IEAN STOP

OCTUPOLE

503 MHt luMCHCN

56" DtPOLE

QUADHUPOLES

PHASE I

INJECTION LINE

UPPER EXTRACTION LINE

COMPLETION DATE

6-15-84

F i g . 1 . PSR equipment i n s t a l l a t i o n phases.
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ICTJU MAGNETS
PHASE II

LOWER EXTRACTION LINE

H° BEAM STOP

TUNE-UP BEAM STOP

HALO BEAM STOP

COMPLETION DATE
8-1-84

QUAOflUPOLtS

TIAE UP BLAU STOP

H* Bt.AU STOP

OCTUPOLE

503 HHi BUNCHER

OUADRUPOUES

DIAGNOSTICS

PHASE III

RING SECTIONS

2 THROUGH 8

COMPLETION DATE
12-1-84

Fig. 1 (cont).
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(UU0P.UP01ES
TUNEIVMU< STOP

503 MMi BUPKHER

SCXTUPOLCS

PHASE IV

RING SECTION 1

RING SECTION 9

RING SECTION 0

COMPLETION DATE
1-1-85

PHASE V

FINISH EXTRACTION LINE

FINISH INJECTION LINE

LINE TO H° BEAMSTOP

LINE TO HALO BEAMSTOP

COMPLETION DATE
3-1-85

ZI MNi BUNCHCP

Fig. 1 (cont).



It was necessary to carry out Phase I in the sloping portion of the in-

jection and extraction lines when LAMPF was not operating because radiation

from Line D limited access during operation. Phase I was accomplished during

the LAMPF 1984 summer shutdown and was completed, as planned, on June 15.

Those sections of beamline are under vacuum. Phase II is about 80% complete;

it has been slightly delayed by some necessary work by Zia Company crafts.

Phase III is proceeding as planned. Almost all of the equipment to be instal-

led has been delivered. All of the ring dipole magnets and the quadrupole mag-

nets are in place, and vacuum pipe is being installed. The entire ring should

be closed and under vacuum by January 1985.

The 2.8-HHz Bunching System

The major feature of the 2 8-MHz bunching system developed for the PSR is

the use of a common-anode-configured amplifier zo provide a low impedance

(20 n) across the bunching gap. This feature is needed to eliminate the

effects of beam loading which would be very large with a conventional high-

impedance rf source. In the long-bunch mode, the PSR operates on the first
13harmonic of the revolution frequency and accumulates 5 x 10 protons in a

single 270-ns bunch; the bunch has an assumed parabolic longitudinal density

distribution. With a revolution period of 360 ns, these parameters represent

22-A average current and 45-A peak current. The buncher structure has a char-

acteristic shunt impedance of approximately 4000 n. With this impedance, the

first-harmonic component of the beam's image current will induce a peak voltage

of 88 kV at the buncher gap. This voltage is a factor of 6 times greater than

the voltage required for bunching from the rf generator and is also 90° out of

phase with the generator. The resulting voltage applied to the beam would be

largely decelerating.

Conventional rf bunching systems in this frequency range use a high-output

impedance amplifier (current source) connected across the bunching gap to pro-

duce the desired voltage. If this driving source were replaced by a voltage

source, the beam image current would pass through it without inducing any vol-

tage in the buncher cavity. This idea is the essence of the method selected

to solve the beam-loading problems in the PSR 2.8-MHz bunching system. A

similar design approach was planned (and successfully prototyped) for the rf

acceleration system1 of the now-cancelled Isabelle project at Brookhaven.

15



The final amplifier stage, a common-anode configuration capable of passing

the peak beam current, acts as a voltage source in series with a 25-n impe-

dance, which is mostly resistive. The low impedance that this source presents

to the bunching gap holds the beam-induced voltage to a maximum of 500 V.

Given that the maximum required bunching voltage is 14 kV, the resulting phase

error in the total gap voltage is at most 2°. This is well within the range

of acceptability, and no additional compensation by cavity detuning is re-

quired. With this driver configuration in parallel with the buncher gap, the

beam sees the network impedance as essentially the 25-ft amplifier output resis-

tance, not the 4000-n shunt impedance of the cavity alone.

A detailed description of the 2.8-MHz buncher system for the PSR was re-

cently presented at the Sixteenth Power Modulator Symposium.2 Table I pro-

vides a listing of important system parameters, and Fig. 2 shows the system in

block diagram form.

TABLE I

BUNCHER SYSTEM PARAMETERS

General
Frequency
Harmonic number
Maximum bunching voltage
Stable phase angle
Pulse repetition rate
Duty factor
RF-pulse length

Cavity
Number of cavities
Gaps per cavity
Gap impedance

Cavity alone
Cavity plus amplifier

Inductance (at 2.8 MHz)
Resonating capacitance
Tuning range
Average power dissipated in ferrite

Amplifier
Type/configuration
Class of operation
Maximum duty factor
Input power, rms
Power tube
Driver/predriver tube

2.795 MHz
1
14 kV (peak)
0°
24 Hz, maximum
7%, maximum
3 ms, maximum

1
1

4000 fi
25 ii
16 \iH
200 pF
2.0-4.0 MHz
3.0 kW @ 24 Hz

Cornmon-anode/push-pull
A, gated
1%
46 kW @ 24 Hz
Amperex 8918 (2)
Eimac 4CW25000 (6)
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of 2.8-MHz buncher amplii ier and cavity.



Cavity Structure

Figure 3 is a sketch of the 2.8-MHz buncher cavity, showing the essential

elements of the design. The structure consists of a pair of coaxial quarter-

wavelength transmission lines shorted at the ends and arrange-- in a balanced

configuration. The single bunching gap is in the middle, at the open ends of

the lines. Forty ferrite rings of moderate psrmeability (JJV= 400) are used

to reduce the physical size of thif structure and for tuning it to the correct

frequency. The coaxial 1mes are actually somewhat shorter electrically than

a quarter-wavelength, thus shifting the periodic resonances from the beam-

revo1i_t:on harmonics. Resonance at 2.8 MHz is accomplished by capacitively

terminating the open ends of the lines. Magnetic-bias-field windings are

arranged in a series-opposing configuration around the ferrite rings. These

windings are energized by a dc current source to adjust the ferrite permea-

bility to the correct value for the desired resonant frequency. With the

structure tuned to resonate at 2.8 MHz, its shunt impedance is 4000 Q, and a

peak power of 49-kW is needed to produce the desired 14-kV maximum voltage.

CERAMIC BUNCHING GAP

COPPER
COOLING DISKS

RESONATING CAPACITORS

FERRITE CORES PHILLIPS 4H
i.r. = io cm
o.r. = 17 cm

THICKNESS = 2.1 cm

dc BIAS WINDING

BEAM PIPE 4-in. i.d.

Fig. 3. Cutaway sketch of 2.8-MHz buncher cavity.
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The rf Amplifier

A buncher amplifier is required to provide 1-ms-long rf pulses at repeti-

tion rates up to 24 Hz. During the pulse, the rf amplitude is linearly in-

creased (ramped), in proportion to the accumulated beam intensity, as each in-

jection cycle proceeds. A significant fraction of second- and third-harmonic

components will be added to the fundamental bunching frequency to reduce the

momentum spread of the captured protons.

The rf amplifier is a broadband chain consisting of a final power stage

and driver/predriver stages. The final stage, which operates push-pull

Class A, consists of a pair of common-anode-configured Amperex 8918 triodes.

Eimac 4CW25000 power tetrodes are employed in common-cathode configuration in

the driver/predriver stages. These operate Class AB1. All stages are held at

cutoff and brought into conduction during the beam accumulation cycle by puls-

ing the grid bias of the tubes. Capacitor banks provide the necessary dc

energy during the pulse. Current-regulated high-voltage power supplies re-

charge these capacitors between cycles. Fast crowbar protection circuits are

included to prevent damage to tubes and other components during fault

conditions.

System Status

The 2.8-MHz buncher system is now about 90% complete, with final assembly

and testing in progress in the PSR equipment building. The dc power supplies,

crowbar circuits, and capacitor banks are all on hand. Both of the two final

amplifier stage modules have been built, as have the driver/predriver modules.

The buncher cavity has been assembled. In preliminary tests, one of the final-

stage amplifiers was used to drive the cavity at up to 12 kv across the gap.

The cavity was detuned *o appear either capacitive or inductive, with no indi-

cation of stability problems. The amplifer output impedance was determined to

be several tens of ohms, in accordance with the computer simulation of the cir-

cuit. Full-power tests of the installed system are scheduled for December

1984.

Figure 4 shows the buncher cavity and a final-amplifier module set up for

testing in the PSR equipment building. The cavity top cover has been removed

to show the internal structure, as have the shielding panels of the amplifier

module, which is shown in its servicing position.
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Fig. 4. Buncher-cavity/
final-amplifier arrangement,
Only one of the two ampli-
fier modules is shown,
pulled out in servicing
position.

PSR DIPOLE MAPPING

The fields of the PSR 36° dipoles have been characterized and adjusted to

specifications through a mapping program begun last spring. Much of the effort

was in bringing the mapping equipment and software to the point where the re-

quired measurements could be made with the needed precision. This work has

been described in the preceding status report.3 In addition to preparing

dipole magnets for use, the work has produced a competent AT-Division magnet-

mapping facility that will be useful for future projects.

The main part of the dipole steel is composed of thin H-type laminations

stamped with the desired pole contour and stacked parallel to one another along

an arc. The pole ends are solid, bolted-on chamfered steel blocks whose final

contour and length were adjusted (by machining) to provide an integrated field

quality that meets design specifications.
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The requirements developed for the dipole magnets' field purity were ob-

tained from a combination of theory and observations of practical experience

at other accelerator laboratories. Our main concern has been to correct the

magnets well enough so that significant beam-emittance growth does not occur

(during the storage time in the ring) because of field imperfections. This

correction requires a high degree of intrinsic field purity for each magnet

and very close equality of magnetic characteristics among the ciipoles as a

class. Measurements and corrections were carried out on 11 dipoles, one of

which was the originei prototype dipole. Two of the dipoles had holes drilled

in their yokes for passage of the injected H° beam and the H° beam not con-

verted to H at the foil stripper.

Specifications

We express the dipole field requirements through an expansion in terms of

the cylindrical eigenfunctions of Laplace's equation:

J
n=o

By(x,y,z)dz = j S n k-X cos L - ej 1 . (1)
\ ° L J

where the coordinate z follows a circular trajectory through the magnet; (x,y)

and (r,e) are che local cartesian and cylindrical coordinates, respectively,

about that trajectory; r is the magnet half gap; 6 is an azimuthal phase;

and B is the vertical field component. The integral is over the manifold x,y

values for r < r and follows a path parallel to the assumed beam-centroid tra-

jectory in an ideal hard-edged magnet. Errors caused by a real beam oeviation

from this ideal trajectory are negligible. Equation (1) defines the coeffi-

cients H , which are the moments of the field. The quantity M gives the

integrated dipole field; dividing by the roughly constant field (B ) in the

magnet center gives the effective magnet length, a quantity independent (to

first order) of magnet current and history. In these terms, the dipole-field

moment requirements are given in Table II.

Multipole Sources and Their Correction

The relative magnitude of each term in Eq. (1) is determined by two

contributions:
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TABLE II

FIELD MOMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PSR DIPOLE MAGNETS

n Moment Specifications

0 Magnetic length (M0/Bc) Nominally 254.948 cm (Same for all PSR
(dipole) dipole magnets to within 10~4)

1 Quadrupole, M-| Variation less than that specified for the

PSR ring quadrupole magnets (1 x 10~4 Mo)

2 Saxtupole, M2 ~1 x 10~4 Mo

3 Octupole, M3 -3 x 10~4 l'c

4 Decapole, M4 ~3 x 10~4 Mo

5 Duodecapole, M5 -5 x 10 * Mo

(1) The "natural" spatial variation of the field, a consequence of ths

magnet coil and steel shape.

(2) A configurational contribution determined by the particle trajectory

through the magnet.

The nonlinear terms (n > 1) each can cause a particular :lass of reso-

nant beam-size growth and are to be held below the limits given in Table II.

In general, these nonlinear terms originated from Contribution (1) listed above

and could be adjusted by altering the shape of removable steel-magnet pcle

ends; the bulk magnet (ignoring the ends) had low multipole content as a result

of careful initial pole-piece shaping using the two-dimensional design code,

POISSON. .

The dipole moment (M = / B dz; x,y = OJ, representing the effective

magnet length, was adjusted to specifications by cutting the removable pole

blocks to the appropriate lengths. There was a close correlation between the

length of the lamination stack (the core), which varied by about 0.2 cm over

the 11 magnets, and the final pole-block length.

The quadrupole moment (n = 1) was almost entirely configurational and

there was no attempt to adjust it because the variation was within that speci-

fied for the ring quadrupole magnets.

For a symmetric dipols magnet aligned with the symmetry axes of the ex-

pansion, the phase angles of the moments, e , equal an integral multiple of
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360°
2(n + 1) •

Contributions from orthogonal multipole components occur at values halfway be-

tween the uiuHiples of Eq. (2). Such components were found when the "normal"

multipoles wsre removed and remained a small and fluctuating residue in the

multipole structure. The dipole phase angle could not be determined from

measurements because only one component of the fie id was measured. Presence

of such a nonzero angle implies either an alignment e^ror or an uncompensated

twist in the field. Although a small twist was ".ndeed present in some of the

magnets because of a slight flexing of the lamination stack, the errors thus

engendered were well within tolerances.

Happing Program

The fieiii-measuring apparatus (mapper) is a device that precisely moves a

small-diameter multiturn search coil (mounted on long boom) along a straight

path extending from outside the magnet, where the field is negligible, to past

its center, where the field is at its full value of 12 kG. This path is set

exactly parallel to the midplane of the magnet. The coil signal is converted

to a high-frequency square wave, with frequency proportional to the coil volt-

age, in a temperature-controlled enclosure located on the moving boom. This

signal and the coil positional information are processed by CAMAC modules and

an LSI-11 computer, which also controls the mapper boom motion. The signal

is normalized to a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) reading of the magnet's

field at each 1-cm measurement-path interval. To obtain a complete map of one

end of a magnet, several in-out scans of the search coil are made in each of

five horizontal planes, one of which is the midplane. Typically, 120 scans are

required. The raw mapping data are recorded on a disk by the LSI-11 and later

transferred to the PSR VAX controls computer for final analysis.

Several substantial procedural techniques had to be worked out to obtain

maps of sufficiently high quality.

Alignment of Mapper with Magnet. Initially, an aluminimum jig holding

steel pins was referenced to the magnet steel. The mapper coil could sense the

pin locations and, hence, relate its coordinates to the magnet coordinates.

This alignment scheme was inadequate because of variations in jig placement and

difficulty in reproducibly sensing the pin positions.
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A better procedure was developed using optical methods. A special fixture

was fitted onto the precisely positioned alignment blocks welded to the top of

each magnet. Using this method, the geometrical center of the mapper search

coil was optically located with the necessary precision. The technique iso-

lated the map from the small irregularities in the steel lamination stack and

also properly referenced the map to the fixtures used for positioning the mag-

net in the ring.

A further problem was encountered in obtaining exact alignment of the

magnetic axis of the search coil along the vertical mapper coordinate. This

was solved by setting the coil axis perpendicular to the axis of a carefully

constructed and aligned solenoid energized by alternating current. Adjustment

of the coil orientation to provide a null signal gave vertical alignment to

within the 1 mrad required.

Computer Programs. Sophisticated programs had been written during

initial mapper development to control the mapper and make instrumental normal-

izations. Further programs were necessary to convert the 20 000 raw data

points obtained from each complete end map into useful information. These

programs had to do the following:

• Convert from mapper coordinates to field coordinates at each field

point. This involved complicated interpolation techniques.

• Calculate the multipole expansion of Eq. (1) from the field

measurement.

• Assess the accuracy of each run by statistical methods.

Multipole Moment Adjustment. Adjustment of the multipoles by altering

the shape of the end blocks was relatively straightforward after some experi-

mentation. The sextupole and higher moments were adjusted by shaping the end

blocks as shown in Fig. 5. Cylindrical cuts were machined in the slanted side

of each piece, with the radius being varied until the multipoles were within

tolerance. A field map was made after each cut. Because of careful design and

construction of the main part of the magnets, the same pole-block cut was found

to be adequate for all units. After the correct contour was worked out for

the first mapped magnet, the lengthy cut-and-try procedure could be sharply

curtailed. The magnet length was adjusted by simply reducing the pole-block

length by an amount determined by a measurement of M /B .
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ALIGNMENT FIXTURES

COILS

radius cut
into block
for multipole
correction

HOLE

SCAB TO SHIM
FOR HOLE EFFECT

END POLE PIECE

Fig. 5. Dipole magnet partially cut away to show the pole
piece and detachable block configuration. Also shown are the
alignment fixtures and the "scab" used to correct for field
defects introduced by the hole drilled in two of the magnets.

Magnets with Holes. Holes were drilled through the yokes of three di-

poles to allow passage of the PSR injected beam and the incompletely stripped

H° beam. POISSON calculations showed that a steel block attached to the magnet

side (es shown in Fig. 5) near the hole would correct the resulting field dis-

tortion. These calculations were found to be qualitatively correct. As pre-

dicted, the multipole structure was not nwch distorted; the hole caused a local

sag in the field, which was corrected by the block. It was found that a

simple, trapezoidally sectioned shape was adequate and that the curved shape

called for by the calculations was not necessary.
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Power Supply Control. The Pacific Electric, Inc. (PEI) power supply

purchased for powering the dipole magnets injected substantial ripple into the

magnetic field. A large filter, obtained from Argonne National Laboratory,

effectively cured this problem. Because during mapping only 1 magnet was

powered by the supply rather than the 10 in series for which it was designed,

the supply overheated. Adjustments and fan installation were necessary.

Logistics. Close coordination between 12 people, 3 machine shops, and

the MP-Division optical tooling facility were required to run the mapping

effort. After working out the correct contour for the pole-end blocks, the

remaining task was to set each magnet to exact length by adjusting the pole-

block length at one end. The following procedure evolved.

After moving a magnet into the mapping room, we positioned it, connected

it to power and water, then aligned the mapper with it. A map was made at one

end, using fixed-length pole blocks, and the data were analyzed. The mapper

was then moved to the other magnet end and another map was made. With experi-

ence, it was possible to predict the pole-block length required at this end.

The block was machined, installed, and a third map was made to verify the mag-

net length. The entire process took an average time of 7 working days per

magnet.

Results

A total of 11 dipoles were mapped. A summary of the results is given in

Table III; the main features are these:

• The magnet lengths have been set to within 1 part in 104 of a r.ominal

value.

• The magnets' integrated sextupole moments are each less than 10~^ of

the dipole moment.

• The higher moments are also within specifications.

• Units with holes drilled in the yoke are magnetically indistinguishable

from those without holes.

The measured sextupole moment angle (about 30°) indicates the presence of a

skew sextupole. The angle varied from magnet to magnet, and the sextupole

magnitude was small when the angle was small. This suggests the presence of a

slight asymmetry in the measurements, or in the magnets themselves, and implies

that the normal sextupole is very small.
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The accuracies quoted for the dipole and quadrupole moments in Table III

are based on reproducibility, statistical analysis, and general evaluation.

We believe that the quadrupole moment magnet-to-magnet variation is substan-

tially less than indicated because the mathematical analysis tended to transfer

systematic and random errors to the quadrupole term. The chi-squared results

given for the sextupole and higher moments show the quality of fit to an ana-

lytic function and do not necessarily represent the measurement accuracy.

However, similar assessment is obtained by reproducibility considerations.

The measurement results have been well documented. Three well-filled

notebooks chronicle the effort, along with an experimental log. Raw data from

each map reside in a library of floppy disks, and the analysis programs have

been preserved on tapes. Separate files have been made for each dipole with a

summary sheet for the separate and total maps. A typical summary sheet is

shown in Fig. 6.

Application to the PSR

The dipole magnets have been trimmed to a high degree of uniformity and

should be adequate for PSR usage. However, there are some important recommen-

dations for their installation and operation.

The magnetic field centers do not precisely coincide with the magnet-

alignment fiducial centers because of the mapping practice of trimming the

pole-block length on only one end of each magnet. The largest such deviation

is 1.3 mm, with an rms deviation for all the magnets of about 0.5 mm. To cor-

rect for this effect, magnets should be azimuthally displaced from their ref-

erence position by half tnis deviation.
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TABLE III

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE DIPOLE MAPS

Dipole moment (effective length)

Average length

Maximum fractional

deviation over all magnets

The rms deviation

Estimated measurement accuracy

254.951 cm (Integrated field along
an idealized trajectory
divided by the field at
the magnet center)

0.7 x 10-4

0.2 x TO"4

± 0.5 X 10"4

Quadrupole moment (as f r ac t i on of d ipo le moment)

Value

Average 7.72 x 10"4

Maximum deviation 0.7 x 10~4

Estimated accuracy measurement ± 1 x 10"4

Phase

87

2

5

Angle

.8°

.3°

o

Other moments

Sextupole
Magnitude
Angle

Octupole
Magnitude
Angle

Decapole
Magnitude
Angle

Duodecapole
Magnitude
Angle

Average (Mn/MQ)

0.44 x 10-4
27°

2.4 X 10"4
44°

1.8 xlO-4
36°

0.31 x 10-4
8°

Largest (

0.8 x

2.6 x

2.1 x

0.4 x

•W

10-4

10-4

10-4

10-4

Representative Chi-Squared
Accuracv of Fit (+)

0.1 x 10-4
4°

0.15 x 10"4
1°

0.1 x 10-4
1°

0.2 x 10-4
6°
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Fig. 6. A representative
summary sheet for a completed
magnet map. Numerical values
for the moments integrated
through the entire magnet are
listed at the top. Graph (a)
shows the effective length of
the magnet as a function of x,
the horizontal distance from
the ideal trajectory, for five
(y) vertical positions.
Graph (b) gives the same
information but the quadrupole
component nas been subtracted
to show the nonlinear
structure, and the vertical
scale has been expanded by X4.
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A magnetic length for each dipole has been accurately measured, but it is

also necessary to set the field integral to a specified value. Current shunts

are provided for this purpose. From the mapping data, the field at a partic-

ular point can be related to the integral. With the aid of an NMR gaussmeter,

accurately located in each magnet in sequence, the shunt can be set to provide

the correct field integral. Because the magnets will be powered in series,

they will experience the same field history and, after initial setting of the

shunts, should thereafter maintain the same integral.

The power supply current (and therefore the magnet field setting) tends

to drift more than the desired amount. To alleviate this, the current is to

be regulated by an NMR gaussmeter error signal derived from one of the dipoles.

PSR QUADRUPOLE MAGNETS; FIELD MEASUREMENT AND CORRECTION

Specifications

Field specifications for the PSR quadrupoles are given in Table IV. The

moments listed have the same meaning as for the dipoles (see previous section),

that is, the field produced by each moment at the pole radius, integrated

longitudinally over the beam centroid trajectory. These moments originate from

asymmetries in magnet construction and, particularly for the duodecapole, from

the magnet end-fields. The limits specified for the nonlinearities are

similar in integrated magnitude to those obtained for the ring dipoles.

TABLE IV

FIELD MOMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PSR QUADRUPOLE MAGNETS

Moment Specifications

Quadrupole, M-| Same for all magnets

to 3 parts in 103

Sextupole, M2 5 x 10"4 M-]

Octupole, H3 5 x 10~4 M-|

Decapole, M4 1 x 10"3 M-|

Duodecapole, M5 1 x 10~3 M-|
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Two of the focusing quadrupoles required widening of their field-clamp

apertures to accommodate the expanded beam vacuum chamber in the extraction

region of the ring, resulting in a larger effective length for these units.

Correspondingly, 25-A less current than for the normal aperture units is re-

quired to produce the necessary integrated gradient.

Field Measurement Program

The 21 quadrupoles were received from the manufacturer, Alpha Scientific

Labs., Inc., with a considerable sextupole moment (as much as 0.2%) that was

corrected through a complicated shimming procedure described below. A large

duodecapole component (~1%) was also inherent in the finite magnet length as

an "allowed" harmonic. To reduce this component to an acceptable range, four

cylindrical washers were added to each pole before the main shimming procedure

was begun.

The magnets' multipole structure was determined with a Morgan (rotating)

coil, which allowed rapid observation of the integrated moments. A calibrated

shunt and voltmeter were used to set the current; a Hall probe, calibrated

against an NMR field standard, was used to define the pole-tip field.

The shimming procedure consisted of placing steel bolts at appropriate

positions near each pole end. This was done for each magnet by tapping 16

holes in one of its fi. rld clamps, in a circle slightly larger than the magnet

bore, and then inserting an appropriate number of bolts to reduce the error

harmonics to within specification. In principle, four bolts would suffice to

reduce the four error multipoles to zero if they could be located at optimum

azimuthal locations. Because this was not generally practical, up to 10 bolts

were necessary for adequate correction.

After the magnets were inspected at Los Alamos, we discovered that the

coils were wound and connected in a manner that introduced a small solenoidal

field component, which was corrected by adding a compensating turn Tiear the

coil-connection loop. Modifications were made to the field clamps, not only

for the shimming procedure but also to provide supports for the strip-line

position monitors, which are mounted inside each unit.

Results

A summary of results of f i e l d analysis (and correction) for the ring

quadrupoles is given in Table V. The approximate current to produce the
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Integrated
Gradient (tesla)

1.82

1.82

1.12

Effective
Length (cm)

47.3

50.6

47.0

TABLE V

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR PSR QUADRUPOLE FIELD ANALYSIS

Magnet Current for tunes \>H = 3.31, vv = 2.13

F Quadmpoles: 470 A

D Quadrupoles: 255 A

Quadrupole moments uniformity within ±5 x 10 3, resolution limit of
instrumentation

Current

Normal F-quads 470 A

Large-aperture F-quads 445 A

D-quads 255 A

Nonlinear moments at the indicated operating currents, in terms of
quadrupole moment, M-|

Maximum Average

Sextupole 4 x 10~4 M-| 2 x 10"4 M]

Octupole 4 x 10~4 Mi 2 x 10~4 M]

Decapole 1 x 10~3 M-J 3 X 10~4 M]

Duodecapole 1 x 10~3 M-| 4 X 1O~4 Mi

required field gradient was determined by the field strength at the pole tip

to within about 0.3%. We assumed nominal ring tunes of 3.13 and 2.13 in the

horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. These tunes implied currents

of 470 A for the F (focusing) quads and 255 A for the D (defocusing) quads.

Shimming was then carried out to provide acceptable (as defined by Table IV)

nonlinearities for currents 5% above these figures and 10% below. Typically,

the moments varied by only 0.01% over this range; hence, the magnets have a

high-quality field well outside this interval.
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The resolution and accuracy of our instruments precluded a measurement of
3

the quadrupole moment to better than 5 parts in 10 , not quite as good as the

specification given in Table IV. All quadrupole moments were within this

range. To produce the same orbit perturbation as does the field variation in

the corrected PSR dipoles (at three times the beam core radius), the quadrupole

moments need only be adjusted to within this amount. The closed-orbit error

produced by one quadrupole with this much deviation is a betatron phase shift

per cell of about 0.5°. The enhancement of betatron resonances by such an im-

perfection is negligible for the design tune and beam storage time of PSR.

Should the ring's operating conditions change, compensation techniques are

available to correct for the resonances induced by quadrupole errors.
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NBS RACETRACK MICROTRON

INTRODUCTION

Since FY 79, Los Alamos and the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) have

been collaborators in the design and construction of a racetrack microtron.

The accelerator is now being installed at the NBS. Los Alamos has assumed

responsibility for the development and construction of the following systems:

a chopper/buncher system complete with cavities, rf power, and controls; a

two-tank 5-MeV injector linac; a two-tank 12-MeV microtron linac; the rf power

supply, control, and distribution system; rf phase and amplitude controls;

temperature/resonance control systems; and a distributed accelerator control

system. During FY 85, Los Alamos will deliver the last of these components

for installation at the NBS.

CHOPPER/BUNCHER SYSTEM

The chopper/buncher system has been completed at Los Alamos, shipped to

NBS, installed, and tested successfully with beam. The original chopper cav-

ities were fabricated of copper-plated stainless steel. During the process of

attaching water-cooling tubes to the cavities, they became slightly detuned.

Special corner clamps were made to restore the tune. However, this solution

was deemed unsuitable for long-term operation. New solid-copper cavities were

designed to have integral cooling, tuning screws, and all-metal seals.

The control system was designed to monitor the position of all phase

shifters by accumulating the number of pulses sent to the controlling stepping

motors. In addition, 10-turn potentiometers were added that allow phases to

be monitored to an accuracy of a fraction of a degree. In addition, a special

chassis was built that allows monitoring the relative phase of any two of nine

rf. cavity signals, using a vector voltmeter.

Both phase-monitoring schemes and the new cavities were major enhancements

that added to the original chopper/buncher system. This complete system in-

cludes three new cavities, five rf power amplifiers, fast analog control loops

for five phases and five amplitudes, a three-cavity temperature-control system,

plus computer control and phase monitoring systems. The system was tested un-

der power at Los Alamos and was delivered to NBS in March 1984 where it was

satisfactorily power tested by the end of that month. During the next 2 months,
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the rf system was installed at NBS, and the chopping and bunching cavities

were installed and aligned on the 100-keV beamline.

Racks containing the chopper and buncher computer- and temperature-control

systems were installed at NBS this summer. The novel chopping scheme is de-

signed to chop the dc beam from the electron gun into longitudinal bunches

without increasing the transverse emittance. This chopping is accomplished by

passing the beam through an rf deflection cavity, which is excited in two,

equal-amplitude, orthogonal, transverse modes. As a result, the beam is de-

flected in a conical pattern, forming a circle on an apert "~e plate. An off-

axis aperture in the plate transmits a 60° arc of the circV, Lhat is, 60° of

longitudinal phase at 2380 MHz, giving a factor-of-6 reduction in beam current.

A split solenoid lens, centered on the aperture plate, returns the deflected

beam to the axis at the second chopping cavity. The transverse rf modes in

this cavity are adjusted so that the transverse momentum imparted to the beam

in the first cavity is exactly cancelled. The success of this scheme is demon-

strated by comparing the chopped beam with the unchopped beam that is trans-

mitted with no rf drive on the chopper cavities. Chopping has no noticeable

effect on the beam size or position as measured downstream from the second

chopper cavity.

The chopper is followed by an rf buncher cavity, in which longitudinal

fields compress the 60° beam bunch into 10° at the injector linac entrance, as

required for optimum performance in the capture section. Chopping before

bunching ensures that all of the injected beam will be accelerated and elimi-

nates the possibility of longitudinal tails that would otherwise cause in-

toleroDle radiation. Measuring the effect of the buncher on the beam has ver-

ified that the design value of bunching is achieved. The bunching action was

measured using an rf beam-monitor cavity (described below) downstream from the

buncher to measure the central phase of the beam bunch. The buncher1s drive

phase was varied to give maximum beam acceleration/deceleration, as indicated

by a shift in detected phase of the nonrelativistic bunch. The detected beam-

phase shift gives a direct measure of the effective bunching field. Measure-

ments were made with a 600-pA cw beam, which loads the buncher cavity notice-

ably. The desired bunching field was readily achievable as determined by the

beam-centroid phase shift observed in the rf monitor cavity.
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INJECTOR LINAC

The injector linac consists of the 1-m-long capture section and the 2.7-m-

long preaccelerator. The capture section shown, Fig. 7, was completed early

this fiscal year, and successfully high-power tested in January. The structure

was processed very quickly to accept 30 kW of rf power. The 2.7-m-long pre-

accelerator was completed and fully power tested in FY 83. It was operated at

a cw accelerating gradient of 2 HeV/m. The complete 5-MeV injector is shown

in Fig. 8.

THE 12-MeV ACCELERATOR STRUCTURE

The first of two 4-m-long accelerator structures that make up the 12-MeV

microtron linac is shown in Fig. 9. It is now awaiting high-power tests, which

will be performed at the NBS. Construction of the second 4-m structure is

under way. After a series of braze tests, 50-50 brazing alloy (5056 Au, 50% Cu)

was selected to replace the Palcusil alloy (15% Pb, 65% Ag, 20% Cu) that was

previously used to braze the coupling cells. This replacement was done because

a number of joints made with Palcusil developed unexplained leaks on subsequent

brazes at lower temperatures. The 50-50 braze alloy was found to be much more

reliable. Brazina of the 4-m structure started in February 1984. The struc-

ture was completed, including the tuning, in July 1984.

ACCELERATOR PHASE AND AMPLITUDE CONTROL

This system controls the phase and amplitude of all four accelerating

structures, which are powered by a single 500-kW klystron. Figure 10 is a

block diagram of the phase and amplitude control of two structures, and Fig. 11

is a similar block diagram for four structures. The control philosophy for

four structures is an extension, of the control philosophy for two structures

described below.

The rf drive to the klystron is controlled by fast rf phase and amplitude

controls at low level. Both phase and amplitude can be modulated at rates ex-

ceeding 100 kHz. The rf from the klystron is split by a relatively slow

stepping-motor-driven waveguide power splitter, which provides a modulation

rate of between 10 and 100 Hz for small changes in power.

Under normal operating conditions, the capture section will be driven at

an rf power level of about 25 kW and the preaccelerator section at about 62 kW.

The feedback controls on the capture section will control the rf drive to the
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Fig. 7. NBS capture section
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Fig. 9. One of two 6-MeV main microtron accelerator tanks.
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klystron, maintaining a constant rf power level in the capture section. The

high voltage dc power supply for the klystron has about 2% peak-to-peak ripple

at 120 Hz, which results in a gain variation in the klystron at this same fre-

quency. The feedback controls on the capture section will sense this variation

and change the drive to the klystron, maintaining its output rf power level to
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within 0.1%. In fact, at 120 Hz, the feedback system has enough gain to reduce

the power fluctuations from the klystron by a factor of more than 100.

The feedback controls on the preaccelerator control the waveguide power

splitter and a waveguide phase shifter. These controls are slow, and as the

power split between the two structures is changed, the feedback controls on the

capture section will change the power output of the klystron to maintain a con-

stant power level in the capture section. The power splitter will also intro-

duce a phase shift as the power levels are changed. This phase change will be

compensated by the phase control in the klystron drive (to maintain the correct

phase in the capture section) and by the waveguide phase shifter between the

power splitter and the preaccelerator (to maintain the correct phase in the

preaccelerator). The feedback system on tho capture section will control the

electronic phase shifter in the klystron drive, and the feedback system on the

preaccelerator will control the phase shifter in the waveguide to the preac-

celerator. The only element that can cause fast fluctuations in phase is the

klystron (resulting from ripple in the high-voltage dc power supply); however,

the feedback system on the capture section has enough gain at 120 Hz to reduce

the phase fluctuations caused by the klystron by a factor of >100. The other

changes in the system for which the feedback system must compensate are those

caused by changes in the tune of the cavities, which are slow, and by beam

loading, which may be fast. Beam loading in the capture section and in the

preaccelerator will be proportional. The power changes required in the capture

section will be compensated by the fast feedback controls on the capture sec-

tion. This feedback system will change the power level of the klystron in

proportion to the beam loading, which should also provide just the required

change in the rf power to the preaccelerator to compensate for its beam load-

ing. Any small difference will be removed slowly by the slower feedback con-

trols on the preaccelerator.

The power splitters are capable of changing the power split smoothly from

>99% out of on? port to >99% out of the other port. The power splitters have

limit switches that -nay be used to limit the range of the power split. The

limit switches on the injector power splitter will be set so that the power

delivered to the preaccelerator section can be varied from less than 1 to 75%

of the total power. This arrangement will assure that at least 25% of the rf

power always goes to the capture section and is important because under no rf

power or on start-up conditions, the feedback controls on the preaccelerator
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would be asking for more rf power (causing the splitter to be driven to its

limit), with maximum power going to the preaccelerator. On start up, the rf

power must be increased slowly to allow the temperature controls to keep the

structures in tune. Because the capture-section feedback system controls the

klystron drive and, therefore, the klystron output, the capture-section ampli-

tude set point will be used to raise the rf power. If the capture-section set

point were set for 1 kW of power, 3 kW of power could be going to the preac-

celerator. This power level is quite acceptable even if the structures are out

of tune.

If the limit on the power splitter were set to allow 99% of the power to

go to the preaccelerator and the capture-section controls were set for 1 kW,

99 kW of power could go to the preaccelerator before the preaccelerator feed-

back controls could respond. This amount of power would cause the preacceler-

ator to go out of tune very quickly and reflect too much power. The rf power

protection circuits would then trip off the klystron. The feedback controls

on the preaccelerator may still be used to turn off the rf power to the pre-

accelerator, if so desired, because the other limit on the power splitter would

allow essentially all the power to be directed to the capture section.

When the system is extended to four structures as shown in Fig. 11, the

limit switches on the rf splitter between injector linacs and the main accel-

erator will be set to allow a maximum of 80% of the rf power to go to the

microtron linacs. Under normal operation with no beam loading, the injector

linacs will require 87 kW, and the accelerator linacs will require 218 kW for

a total of 305 kW, with the two microtron linacs requiring 71% of the total

power. With 100-kW beam loading, the injector linacs will require 90 kW and

the microtron will require 315 kW, for a total of 405 kW. Therefore, the

microtron linacs will require 78% of the total rf power under full-power con-

ditions. The limit switches assure that at least 20% of the rf power will flow

to the injector linac; of this amount, at least 25% will go to the capture

section, or at least 5% of the total power output of the klystron. This frac-

tion is sufficient to maintain adequate control of the klystron under all

conditions. The limit switches on the rf power splitter between the two micro-

tron linacs will be adjusted to allow a maximum of 55% of the power to go to

the second 4-m accelerating structure.

These limits on the power splitter allow the following operating

conditions:
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• Almost all of the rf power goes to the capture section and almost no

power goes to the preaccelerator and accelerator linacs.

• All the rf power goes to the injector linacs (capture section and pre-

accelerator) with normal accelerating fields, and no rf power goes to

the microtron linacs.

• Normal rf power goes to the injector linacs, and rf power goes to the

first of the two accelerating linacs, but none to the second.

• Normal rf power goes to all linacs.

These limit-switch settings on the rf power splitters allow a fairly easy

turn-on procedure; the amplitude set points on all the structures except the

capture section are initially set to the nominal values. The set point on the

capture section is then set to a low starting value, such as 1 kW of power to

the capture section. The rf power would then be split as follows: 1 kW to the

capture section, 3 kW to the preaccelerator, 7 kW to the first 4-m microtron

section, and 9 kW to the second microtron section. The rf power to th? capture

section could then be increased slowly, and the power to the rest of the struc-

tures would then increase proportionately. The rate of increase in the rf

power to the capture section would depend on the reflected power from all the

structures remaining below a selected value. This rate of increase will also

depend on the response of the water-temperature control systems to rf power

changes. Each water-temperature control system will try to maintain the tune

of its structure for all power levels. As the power is raised to near normal

operating levels, the feedback systems on each individual structure will hold

the rf level at the desired value when its set point is reached. When the

power level of the capture section is raised to its normal operating point, the

beam could be turned on.

The phase and amplitude control system comprises many components, includ-

ing the stepping-motor-controlled waveguide phase shifters and power splitters,

phase and amplitude detectors, an rf source, feedback amplifiers, a stepping-

motor interface to convert error signals to frequencies, and stepping-motor

controllers and drivers. The complete two-tank injector linac shown in Fig. 10

has now been thoroughly tested and works very well.

TEMPERATURE-CONTROL SYSTEM

The temperature of each accelerator structure is controlled to ~1° to

keep it on resonance. The control concept uses three sensors and a manual set
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point to perform its task, as shown in Fig. 12. The sensors are a thermistor

mounted on the return-water manifold, a diode detector sensing the field level

in the structure, and a double-balance mixer sensing the phase difference be-

tween the forward power and cavity field signals. Regulation over the entire

rf power range is required to facilitate turnon and fault recovery. This regu-

lation is achieved by using each of the sensors over a broad span of field

levels. The phase-detection technique is most precise and is used at the

intermediate to high field levels.

Fig. 12. Block diagram of NBS accelerator temperature control system.

The water-circulation system that removes power dissipated in the struc-

ture and maintains the temperature of the structure is also shown in Fig. 12.

Cold deionized water is admitted by a control valve on the supply manifold. A

fraction of water already heated by passing through the accelerating structure

will be recirculated through the structure while the rest is returned to the

heat exchanger. The fraction of water recirculated is controlled by a second

control valve in the by-pass line. The operation of both valves is determined

by the temperature controller for that accelerator structure.

At a gradient of 1.5 HeV, the water system must remove -30 kW/m of

structure while at the same time maintaining resonance. At this power level,
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the temperature rise across the structure is 4.7°F at a flow rate of 43 gpm/m

of structure. The temperature of the copper near the beam bore hole would be

~110°F.

To bring the temperature of an accelerating tank to resonance conditions

from a cold start, the fresh-water valve is closed and the by-pass opened. The

water is then heated by the pump, which in turn heats the stricture. This

procedure can be speeded considerably by heating the structure with rf power

while tracking the resonant frequency. Such a procedure takes ~1 min.

Three temperature control systems have been constructed, one for each in-

jector linac and one for the University of Illinois. Each system has been ex-

tensively tested under full power and performed very well.

RF POWER SYSTEM

The rf power system consists of a 500-kW klystron together with its dc

power supply and crowbar. During FY 83, a troublesome ripple of 10% in the

high-voltage power supply was cured (reduced to 1% at full power) by the

vendor. As we began further power tests of the injector linacs, we encountered

new difficulties with the rf power system.

Because of floor-space limitations at NBS, a new compact spark-gap crowbar

was invented. It worked well on the bench; however, when integrated into the

rest of the power system, we encountered reliability problems associated with

the inductance of the cable from the high-voltage supply. To save time, we

decided to switch to a second, more conventional, crowbar using the vendor's

ignitrons, special low-inductance resistors, and modified trigger logic de-

signed to fit into a new compact cabinet. This unit is complete and operates

reliably.

During tests of the new crowbar, we began blowing fuses on the high-

voltage power supply. We learned that the input impedance of the new regulator

(modified to reduce the ripple) was one-half that of the original version.

This lower impedance caused higher surge currents during turn-on, which

resulted in serious damage to the new transformer that had been added by the

vendor to balance the currents in the regulator.

This transformer was rewound and mechanically strengthened by the vendor,

and reinstalled. It has been crowbarred and turned back on about 40 times.

Visual inspection indicates that no discernable damage has resulted from these

tests. The power supply now has a 2% ripple, which will not affect system
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performance significantly. The repaired rf system has been used for recent

tests of the injector linac at full power and has performed satisfactorily.

When a fault such as a spark is detected in any of the four accelerator

tanks, protection logic will turn off the klystron automatically, and the logic

must be manually reset. At full power, the water-circulation system would be

removing large amounts cf heat to keep the tank resonant. If the rf were

turned off, the control valves could not respond fast enough to keep the struc-

ture from immediately cooling down, causing the structure to go out of reso-

nance. Although only one tank might experience a fault, all four tanks would

have to be cold started. To avoid this, a special circuit has been designed

that will monitor faults in all four tanks and automatically will reset the

klystron on isolated faults. Isolated faults for this purpose are ones that

occur more than 1 s apart. As an additional operational aid, all faults are

logged for each tank by the control system.

BEAM MONITORS

A prototype rf phase, current, and position monitor has been built and

tested with 60 to 600 yA, pulsed and cw electron beams from the 100-keV in-

jection line. Figure 13 shows schematically the design of the detector cav-

ities. The position detector was found to have <10-ym beam-position resolution

with a 600-yA beam and <20-ym resolution with a 100-yA beam. Linearity was

checked over a ±3-mm deflection range. The position measurements were found

to be independent of beam size over a 2- to 4-mm range of diameters and were

the same in all cases for cw or pulsed beams. The current monitor was found

to have 8-yA resolution and was linear over the entire range of currents for

both cw and pulsed beams. The current-monitor measurements also were inde-

pendent of beam size.

The beam-center position at the rf position-monitor cavity was found to

have a peak-to-peak ripple of 0.09 mm for 600-yA current (design maximum

current), decreasing to 0.06 mm at 300 yA. This ripple is at 60 Hz and prob-

ably is due to local magnetic fields. Ripple at all other frequencies is too

small to measure. The beam-position ripple should decrease rapidly as the beam

is accelerated and is considered to be negligible.

Using a chopped but unbunched beam, a beam-phase jitter of 2° (of rf

phase) peak-to-peak was observed. This jitter is actually present in the

beam, because it decreases, as expected, when the buncher is powered and its
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Fig. 13. NBS beam position,
phase and current monitor
cavity prototype design.

phase is varied. The most likely explanation of the phase jitter is voltage

fluctuation in the 100-kV power supply. A calibration of phase versus voltage

indicates that a 60-V, peak-to-peak voltage ripple explains the observed phase

jitter. This is consistent with the acceptance test of the power supply.

These measurements imply a time-integrated longitudinal phase area of about

1.0-ir»keV degrees in the chopped, bunched beam. This is three times better

than was assumed for purposes of calculating the injector linac performance

with the beam-optics program PARMELA. The phase measurements also were found

to be independent of beam size.

CONTROL SYSTEM

The control system design has continued to evolve as its application has

become better defined. The current architecture of the system is shown in

Fig. 14. Both injector secondary and tertiary were delivered to NBS in FY 82,

and have been thoroughly exercised during development of the injector and
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simplify information presented to the operator. A block assignment feature was

added to the primary software to permit the operator to save and recall blocks

of element linkages to simplify control of subsets of the overall system. The

primary control station is shown in Fig. 15.

The secondary-station control panel was redesigned to add multiple inter-

rupt capability and to improve operator response and provide for simpler oper-

ation. In addition, a watchdog-timer hardware unit was added to the secondary

station that continuously monitors both processors in the secondary station

simultaneously and issues a station reset if either processor malfunctions.

This capability is important because, in actual operation, these stations will

be remotely located from the primary control station.

The magnet power supplies were reracked to configure the power system for

the magnets; this configuration is more in line with the revised NBS power

distribution system. To eliminate a potential fire hazard in the power sup-

plies, the secondary taps on the power transformers were fused and tested. The

digital-to-analog converters (DACs) driving the power supplies in the tertiary

stations were carefully calibrated and tested, and the rack cabling was com-

pleted and checked out. The power supplies were then tested at full power

(over 5 kW per rack) and met all specifications.

SUMMARY

As originally defined, the RTM project was an accelerator development

project. The philosophy of the Los Alamos collaboration has been to develop

state-of-the-art accelerator components and to integrate them into turnkey

subsystems. These subsystems are then thoroughly tested before delivery for

installation at NBS. To date, this approach has worked quite well. Compli-

cated systems have now been installed at NBS and because they have been

essentially self-contained and pretested, minimal difficulties have been en-

countered with their integration into the evolving facility. Other systems

are now undergoing acceptance tests before delivery. All equipment developed

by Los Alamos should be installed at NBS by the end of FY 85.
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS RACETRACK MICROTRON

INTRODUCTION

As a result of the successful development of accelerator systems for the

NBS project, Los Alamos has been asked to collaborate in the development and

construction of a three-stage cascade microtron facility with the University

of Illinois. This project, funded by the National Science Foundation, will

proceed in three phases. Phas'e 0 primarily has been devoted to accelerator

research and development. This phase, now nearing completion, has included

the study of two candidate accelerating structures involving the fabrication

of two brazed models, the selection of the side-coupled cavity (SCC) structure,

and the fabrication and delivery of a 1-m-long, 1-MeV, Stage I microtron accel-

erator. In addition, under this phase we have completed designs for the

4.5-MeV injector linacs and a chopping and bunching system, and we have made a

survey of appropriate computer-control elements.

STAGE I ACCELERATOR

Los Alamos has designed and built a "1-m-long side-coupled linac that will

become part of the Stage I mirrotron at the University of Illinois. This

accelerator, Fig. 16, was delivered at the end of the fiscal year.

The Q of the accelerator, Fig. 17, was.measured following a measurement

of the waveguide coupling factor, using a slotted WR430 waveguide. A transi-

tion matched the WR430 waveguide to the WR340 waveguide window on the struc-

ture. The coupling factor (B), measured this way, was 1.015. The loaded Q

(Q ) was obtained by measuring the difference in frequency between the two

half-power points while maintaining constant forward power in the waveguide.

The Q. was found to be 8032. The unloaded Q (Q ) was then determined from

the following equation: Q = Q x (1 + B); Q is, therefore, 16 200.

Figure 18 shows the bead pull of the 1-m structure taken after all tuning

was completed. The average frequency perturbation at the center of the cav-

ities (measured at the dip) was 68.2 kHz. Using this value and the shape 01
2

the curve, ZT /Q calculated from

2
ZT 2NKflf

3iref2AV
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Fig. 16. University of Illinois Stage I microtron linac
and temperature control system.
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Fig. 17. University of Illinois Stage I
linac 2450-MHz cw side-coupled structure.
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Fig. 18. Bead pull of 1-m structure after tuning.
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(where parameter Af is the average value of the frequency perturbation at the

center of the cavities, N is the number of accelerating cavities in the struc-

ture, K is a parameter that depends only on the shape of the field distribu-

tion, f is the frequency, e is the dielectric constant, and AV is

r2
the volume of the bead.) yields: ZT = 5505 n/m.

From the measured values of Q and iJ /Q the shunt impedance is ZTd = 89.2

Ma/m. The value of K was calculated using SUPERFISH data for this cavity

geometry.

Figure 19 shows a fit to the dispersion curve of the 1-m SCC structure.

The +'s represent the measured frequencies of the accelerator. Only two modes

are missing from this plot: the 0 and ir modes because they were too weak to

measure, From this fit, the stop band, nearest neighbor coupling coefficient

K, and the direct-coupling coefficient between accelerating cells KK are de-

rived. The stop band is 417 kHz and is positive. The stop band should be

positive to avoid the possibility of a thermal instability caused by a concen-

tration of rf power in one end of the structure, which in turn causes that end

to get too warm compared to the other end. The nearest neighbor coupling co-

efficient K is 3.59%, which is just slightly greater than the expected 3.5%.

The direct-coupling coefficient KK for accelerating cells is only 0.24% and is

2.50

ui

2.42
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PHASE (UNITS OF PI)
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Fig. 19. Dispersion curve of 1-m SCS structure.
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insignificant. A five-parameter fit, which also includes the direct coupling

coefficient KKK between coupling cells, gives the same values as above with a

value for KKK of zero, well within the uncertainty.

INJECTOR BEAMLINE

The design for the Illinois injector beamline has been completed. The

design originally was based on PARMELA runs without space charge because only

100-tiA beams were required. The space charge of a 100-yA beam has now been

included, and no changes in the design are required because of space-charge

effects.

PARMELA simulates the beam transport from the gun through solenoid focus-

ing elements LI through L5, a buncher, a tapered-B linac section, a solenoid

L7, and the preaccelerator section as shown in Fig. 20. The solenoid L6, used

on the NBS injector, is not needed in this application because the first cell

in the tapered-IJ linac acts as a strong focusing lens. This focusing effect

occurs because the electrons change their velocity from 0.548 to 0.658 c in

merely crossing the first cell. These electrons spend more time in the first

half of the cell, where electric fields are converging, than they do in the

second half of the cell, where the electric fields are diverging. Nonr.^lly,

the electrons experience a transverse defocusing effect when they are phased

to arrive at an accelerating gap early to achieve longitudinal focusing.

L 4 . CAPTURE .
GUN L i Lz L3 A<acp L 5 SECTION L T PREACCELERATOR SECTION

C S C B
I I I I I I I I I
0 100 ZOO 300 400 500 600 700 800

Distance From Gun (cm)
L, toL 7 SolenoiJ lens

C Chopper cavities
S Slit system
B Buncher cavity

Fig. 20. University of I l l i no i s in jector beamline.

The 0.918-m tapered-13 capture section consists of 17 accelerating cav-

i t i e s . The length of each cell at the beginning of the structure is closely

matched to the distance the beam w i l l travel in a half-period. At the end of
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the structure, as many as four cells have the same length because the electron

velocity is approaching a constant.

The design of the tapered-B accelerating section is partially based on the

many runs of PARMELA done for the design of the NBS capture section. The phase

advance of the beam in the capture section starts out at -14° per cell to pro-

vide additional bunching of the beam, but is reduced to -0° per cell by the end

of the fifth cell to provide maximum acceleration and to prevent overbunching

of the beam at low energy. The phase advance then increases to -16° per cell

at the end of the 11th cell and remains there through the end of the capture

section to provide additional bunching.

The beam, which is diverging upon leaving the capture section, is focused

to nearly parallel by a solenoid for injection into the preaccelerator. The

phaie of the preaccelerator has been set for maximum acceleration. The pre-

accelerator section has 13 cells with lengths corresponding to a (3 = 0.9754,

16 cells of B = 0.9896, and 16 cells of B = 1.000. The preaccelerator has a

total length of 2.723 m with 45 accelerating cells.

The design of the capture section is based on a gradient of 1.8 MeV/m,

which will require -35 kW of rf power. The preaccelerator then will operate

at 1.03 MeV/m to give a final energy of 4.5 MeV. The preaccelerator will re-

quire -35 kW. The capture section must be operated at its design gradient

to capture and accelerate the 100-keV beam properly. The preaccelerator can

operate at a different gradient to vary the final energy.

Without space charge, the rms normalized transverse emittance does not

change, and the total normalized emittance grows only by 30%. The total lon-

gitudinal emittance grows by about a factor of 2.5, most of which occurs at the

buncher. This growth compares to a 55% calculated growth both in transverse

and in longitudinal emittance at 600-yA beam current.

When the program PARMELA was run for the design with a 100-pA beam, the

only change required in the beamline to compensate for the space charge was to

increase the peak acceleration in the buncher from 3.9 to 4.1 kV. No change

in focusing was required. The rms normalized transverse emittance grew by

-5% with the addition of space charge.

Figure 21 shows the beam profile from the gun at position 0 to the end of

the preaccelerator at position -800 cm.
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Fig. 21. The x and y beam profile in the injector.
All units are in centimeters.

INJECTOR LINACS

The design of the capture section for the Illinois injector is complete.

It will have 17 cells, will resonate at 2450 MHz, and will be similar in con-

struction to the NBS capture section with the waveguide at the high-beta end.

This structure is designed to operate at 1.8 MeV/m versus the NBS operation at

1.5 MeV/m. The water-cooling design used on the NBS structure will be satis-

factory for the higher gradient. The cell design for the capture section is

the same as used on the Illinois 1-m section. This design should give a inter-

cavity coupling coefficient of about 3.5%.

The design of the preaccelerator for the Illinois injector is also com-

plete. It will have 45 cells and will be 2.7 m long. These dimensions are

very similar to the NBS structure. The Illinois preaccelerator will operate

at 1 MeV/m. The water-cooling design is more than adequate for this gradient

and no change was needed.

The 3.5% coupling for a structure of this length (preaccelerator) might

be marginal; therefore, the 4.7% coupling from the NBS structure was used. The

position of the coupling cell was scaled from the NBS design.
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Chopping Slit System

The chopping system designed for the Illinois microtron allows independent

current control of each of three beams pulsed at one-third the fundamental

frequency (2450 MHz) of the microtron. These three beams are interlaced by the

chopping system to fill every bucket of the microtron at 2450 MHz. The chop-

ping section uses deflection cavities with modes that are resonant at both one-

third and one-half the fundamental frequency. The deflection cavities will

cause the electron beam to trace the Lissajous pattern (shown in Fig. 22) at

the position of the slit mechanism (shown in Fig. 23) when the tu« modes are

excited with the proper amplitude and when they have the proper phase

relationship.

VERTICAL

I cm

Fig. 22. Lissajous pattern traced
by electron beam at chopping slit.

I cm
HORIZONTAL

The slits are designed to permit openings at the three crossover points.

Each slit opening is formed by coordinated movement of a pair of jaws. Each

of the six jaws is water-cooled and electrically isolated, and all are inde-

pendently movable by computer control. The edges of each jaw are rounded to

minimize electron deflections.

In the fully inserted position, the jaws totally block the beam pattern.

The water-cooling capability will allow the jaws to accept the full energy of

the beam. From this "full-in" position, the mechanisms may be operated inde-

pendently and remotely (by operator at the control console) to establish the

slit width suitable for the desired electron bunch size. Each mechanism has a

stroke of 1.27 cm and, fully retracted, generously clears the Lissajous pattern.
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Stepper Mika
drive

Fig. 23. University of Illinois chopping-slit mechanism.
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Each linear-motion mechanism is driven by an ORIEL Stepper Mike drive.

These compact drives move in 1-ym steps at rates up to 1000 steps per second,

exert 15.5 lbs of force, and have built-in limit switches at each end of the

stroke to prevent damage to gearing or motor because of overtravel. These

motors take a siigle step for each voltage pulse received, the rate of movement

depending on the frequency of the drive pulses. A digital position is readily

obtained by counting pulses bidirectionally. A given movement can be obtained

by preselecting a number of drive pulses. The manufacturer boasts of pre-

stressed ball-bearing nut guides, antibacklash gearing, and a high degree of

position accuracy.

The position of these linear-motion mechanisms also is monitored by an

extremely accurate linear potentiometer that is rigidly driven from the plunger

of the mechanism. This Vernitech Model 120 linear potentiometer has a tested

accuracy of ±13 pm true position as measured by digital millivoltmeter. There

is no detectable backlash in this potentiometer. The manufacturer quotes a

lifetime of 1 x 106 to 60 x 106 full-stroke cycles.

This design provides a very compact drive unit with two methods of posi-

tion control. Each slit opening can be very accurately adjusted and is ex-

pected to be very repeatable.

The chopping slit width of 2.58 mm will define a bunch having a full phase

width at half maximum (FWHM) of 60° at 2450 MHz. If both sides of the slit are

always moved together in 1-ym steps, the total slit width would be incremented

in 2-jim steps or 1 part in 1290. This step size corresponds to a phase incre-

ment of less than 0.05° or better than 0.1% of maximum current control. The

Vernitech linear potentiometer read-out accuracy corresponds to ±0.6° in phase

and to 1% of maximum current.

CONTROL SYSTEM

Control systems for particle accelerators have evolved rapidly since the

introduction of computers into the operational centers of these machines more

than two decades ago. With the advent of the microprocessor, it became pos-

sible to put more and more intelligence into each element of the control oper-

ation. In fact, it is doubtful whether modern accelerators could function at

all without modern electronic computer systems. Because this field of elec-

tronic controls is still evolving rapidly, each new machine affords the oppor-

tunity—indeed, mandates the necessity—for re-evaluating the current state
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of the art to ensure that each machine is reliable, flexible, versatile, and

can be reconfigured when necessary. In some esoteric sense, it is almost in-

evitable nowadays that any control system will be out of date by the time it

is operational. However, by judiciously choosing hardware and software, it is

possible to guarantee that not only will the immediate requirements be met, but

also that future expansion needs can be accommodated.

For the control of the cascade microtron, we have established the follow-

ing criteria, which are currently supported by the equipment and software com-

mercially available:

1. Eight to ten control stations will be available for control of indi-

vidual subsystems, any one of which must be independently operational, and any

one of which must be able to control the entire machine when linkage to all

other machines is complete.

2. Standard link hardware and software must be available to interconnect

the stations.

3. An operating system must be implemented on each station, so that

higher level languages are available to permit rapid evolution of application

software.

4. Within each station, a standard bus must be supported that provides a

large repertoire of signal conversion equipment from various manufacturers to

be implemented.

5. Graphics support must be available.

6. The process of adding custom drivers to the existing operating system,

if not straightforward, must be possible.

7. The operating system must handle interrupts with sufficient alacrity

that response-intensive control elements (that is, touchpanels, knobs, joy-

sticks, etc.) will provide an operator with convenient and rapid control.

B. Insofar as reasonably possible, the equipment and software must be

commercially available.

In the final analysis, the more important consideration in the choice of

a control-system microcomputer will be the software system and higher level

languages available. Although the software will be the largest cost factor in

the system, the language choice will determine how quickly the system can be

made operational and will greatly affect the effort required for system up-

grades and maintainability. The software problem can be divided into two basic
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elements: the operating system itself, and the languages in which the appli-

cation programs will be written. The former determines the response of the

system and the ease with that new elements can be integrated into it. The

latter affects the kind of programs that can and will be used to analyze data

and to provide more esoteric or complex control functions.

It appears that of the systems listed, any one would provide the multi-

stage RTM with adequate versatility and response. We are continuing to in-

vestigate the relative advantages and disadvantages of each.
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BEAM DYNAMICS

BEAM-OYNAMICS STUDIES OF FIELD TILTS IN DRIFT-TUBE LINACS (DTL)

There are two conflicting objectives in the design of the first or lowest

energy DTL tank. First, if the initial longitudinal focusing force is too

large, the space-charge-induced, longitudinal-transverse coupling causes un-

desirable transverse emittance growth. To avoid this, the initial longitudinal

field should be sufficiently small. Second, the accelerating force should be

large to make the tank as short as possible. A tilted accelerating field pro-

file, which increases along the beam direction, provides, in principle, an

attractive solution. Typically, tilts of approximately 5% increase per cell

have been suggested. However, a large tilt might cause mismatch effects in

both the longitudinal and transverse planes, which could eventually result in

an unacceptable emittance growth.

The effects on the beam of different rates of tilting the accelerating

field have been studied on a 353-MHz DTL tank that accelerates a 50-mA proton

beam from 3 to 10 Mev. A conclusion is that for this case, an accelerating

field tilt of 1% per cell yields a transverse rms emittance increase that is

within about 1% in excess of the flat field value, an amount that is usually

considered acceptable.

IMPROVEMENTS IN TRACE 3-D

The three-dimensional version of TRACE has been considerably expanded and

improved. It now has the capability of handling 13 elements: (1) drift,

(2) quadrupole, (3) rf gap, (4) RFQ cell or fringe field, (5) bending magnet.

(6) edge angle on bending magnet, (7) solenoid, (8) thin lens, (9) cell

(accelerating cavity), (10) tank (sequence of identical cells), (11) wiggler

(for free-electron laser), (12) symmetric triplet, and (13) permanent-magnet

quadrupole. Additional elements are easy to add.

The dynamics calculations are done by dividing each element into a number

of segments, computing a first-order 6 by 6 R-matrix and transforming the beam

matrix (a) through each segment, including a space-charge impulse. This

allows coupling between the various planes, which can occur, for example, in

bending magnets and solenoids.

A feature has been added that allows any matching parameter to be coupled

to any other transport parameter. The purpose is to couple drifts or quad
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strengths together. For example, if one variable is a drift length, it can be
coupled to another drift length so that the sum of the two lengths is constant.
Or if one quad strength is changed, another quad strength can be changed by the
same proportion.

REFERENCE

1. Rene Mills, "Beam Dynamics Studies of Field Tilts in Drift-Tube Linacs,"
Los Alamos National Laboratory memorandum AT-l:84-289, August 21, 1984.
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ACCELERATOR STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

THREE-POST BRIDGE COUPLER

To have an alternate scheme for the free-electron laser (FEL) energy re-

covery experiment, measurements on a new three-post-loaded bridge coupler were

completed. Results showed the following:

Fields in the center cell of the bridge coupler were tilted with a

post tab by a ratio of about 1.2:1

Power flow phase shifts in the center cell of the bridge coupler were

less than 0.1° with the cell not coupled to other structures

Final device parameters could only be achieved by modifying the present

cavity extensively and coupling it to the accelerator and decelerator

structures

RESONANT SLOT COUPLER STUDIES

Preliminary tests on six different types of resonant couplers (Fig. 24)

have been completed. Most of the schemes couple magnetically to the pair of

attached cavities, and one scheme couples magnetically to one attached cavity

and electrically to the other cavity. All these schemes are promising candi-

dates for increasing the coupling of rf manifolds to RFQs. One of the most

encouraging things about some of the schemes is that they provide strong and

variable coupling to the attached cavities.
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TUNING SCREW-? TUNING SCREW-

TUNING TAB

Fig. 24. Six resonant coupler devices, any of which
can be mounted in the slots of an RFQ manifold to
increase the coupling between manifold and RFQ.
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LAMPF II

The Laboratory is preparing a proposal for a new accelerator complex cal-

led LAMPF II, which will consist of two synchrotrons and two new target areas.

Several staff members in AT Division are assisting the staff of the MP Division

in preparing the accelerator portion of the proposal. The theoretical contri-

bution to this effort consists of calculations related to the stability of the

beam and the design and costing of magnets. A preliminary version of the

LAMPF II proposal was written near th: end of July and received favorable

comment from a team of distinguished accelerator physicists. Currently, the

proposal is undergoing some revision, and should be finished by December 31.

During the reporting period, procurement was initiated in the order was

placed for the mechanical parts to fabricate the rf amplifier prototype. Fabri-

cation of power supplies and control circuits to operate the rf amplifiers was

started and essentially completed. Water and electrical utilities for the test

stand were ordered through ENG Division and work was begun by Zia Company to

provide these utilities.
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FREE-ELECTRON LASER TECHNOLOGY

SUMMARY

FEL highlights during this period are listed below:

• The successful completion of the FEL oscillator experiment

• The fabrication and preassembly of most of the components for the

follow-on experiment that incorporates energy recovery

• The initial studies for a laser-driven photocathode injector

OSCILLATOR EXPERIMENT (OSX)

The oscillator experiment ran for a year after oscillation was first

achieved. During this time, parametric studies were conducted on the important

aspects of free-electron lasers:

Optical beam quality

Efficiency and gain

Tunability

Development of sidebands

Electron beam quality requirements

Optical resonator parameter effects

The conversion of electron energy into optical radiation occurred within

a 1-m-long undulator composed of SmCo,. permanent magnets arranged in a

uniform-period, plane-polarized configuration. The undulator was placed in

the middle of the optical resonator cavity, which consisted of multilayer-

dielectric reflectors on ZnSe substrates with a range of output couplings from

0.1 to 5%. Relativistic electron pulses were supplied by a conventional rf

linear accelerator operating at 1.3 GHz with e nominal energy of 20 MeV. The

accelerator was typically pulsed at a 1-Hz rate to produce a burst o* 2000

uniform-current micropulses, each 40-50 ps in width and spaced by 46 ns, the

round-trip time of light in the 6.9-m optical cavity. The peak currents in the

micropulses were typically 30-50 A, with a longitudinal energy spread of 2%

and a transverse emittance of 3 wmm«mrad.
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In the early months of operation, the experiment experienced many problems

with the rf power systems and the injector. The old klystrons (Litton L3707)

available at the beginning of the experiment were power limited and introduced

phase and amplitude noise. Midway through the experiment, new higher power

klystrons (Thomson-CSF TH2095) were received and installed. The injector power

amplifiers also proved to be inadequate because of the large beam-excitation

power in the subharmonic bunchers. Multipactoring in the first subharmonic

buncher could not be eliminated. The injector was made to operate satisfac-

torily for this experiment by using only one subharmonic buncher in the passive

mode with the power amplifier providing the necessary phase correction. In

this mode of operation, a sufficient current was obtained, but the emittance

was several times worse than projected if it had been operated as designed.

The higher voltage required by the new klystrons also introduced many relia-

bility problems in the modulator tanks and crowbars.

Despite the extra effort caused by the above problems, the FEL opera ed

essentially as projected, and a great deal was learned in the extensive para-

metric studies. The maximum peak-output power attained in these experiments

was 10 MW with a corresponding average output of 6 kW during the 100-yS pulse

train. With a gain near 70%, the power reached saturation in less than 10 ys.

An electron energy-extraction efficiency of 1% was measured, which is only 20%

lower than predicted for a perfect electron beam quality. Of special signifi-

cance was the near-ideal, diffraction-limited focusability of the output beam

as determined by a Strehl-ratio measurement of 0.9. This ideal beam quality

was observed even when the resonator was far off tune and in the presence of

extensive sideband production. This was the first observation of sideband

production in an FEL. At the high-power levels, the output wavelength spread

became as large as 2%, consistent with the predictions for the 1-m undulator

with one synchrotron period. Another especially exciting result of the experi-

ment was the demonstration of wavelength tunability over nearly a factor of 4.

In the standard mode of operation with multilayer-dielectric mirrors, the

operating range was limited to 9-11 pm. Polished copper mirrors with a 1-mm-

diam ouput-coupling hole were substituted to extend the tuning range. Lowering

the electron beam energy in steps to 10 MeV, the FEL operated well with wave-

lengths from 9 to 35 ym. No other laser has ever demonstrated such broad

wavelength tunability.
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ENERGY-RECOVERY EXPERIMENT (ERX)

The installation and operation times for this experiment have been length-

ened to two years to allow for extensive FEL upgrades and parametric studies

in addition to the development of energy-recovery techniques.

An overall schematic layout of the ERX is shown in Fig. 25. The isochro-

nous beamline returns the micropulses to the decelerator, which is resonantly

coupled to the accelerator. The experiment will be operated in two phases:

the first (ERX-I) will include some modest improvements to the FEL, will add

energy recovery, but will maintain 50-mA average current; the second phase

(ERX-II) will include more FEL improvements, will increase the average current

by more than a factor of 5, and will include extensive FEL physics studies.

The parameters for both phases of ERX are shown in Table VI and are compared

with OSX.

Q ) OSX accelerator and FEL <
operating at fivefold increase .
in average current

© Isochronous 180° bend on <
translation table

CD Isochronous 60° bend (

Two 1.8-m decelerator (energy-recovery)
sections

Two variable rf bridge couplers

Beam dump for 2- to 3-MeV beam

Fig. 25. FEL energy-recovery experiment.
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TABLE VI

FEL ENERGY-RECOVERY PARAMETERS

Macropulse duration

Micropulse duration (ps)

Micropulse repetition rate (MHz)

Peak current (A)

Average current (A)

Accelerator beam loading [pt/(pbf

Deceleration (MeV)

Copper losses (MW)

Beam power (MW)

Recovered power (MW)

Efficiency improvement

Peak optical output (MW)
Average optical output power (kW)

osx
100

43

21 .7

50

0.05

0.36

0

2.7

1 .0

0

1

10

6

ERX-I

100

35

21.7

62

0.05

0.36

18

4.5

1.0

0.8

0.8

12

7

ERX-II

100

30

108.3

90

0.29

0.74

18

4.5

6.0

4.6

1.5

18

50

Phase I

The improvements to be added besides energy recovery include injector im-

provements, reliability upgrades for the rf power system, and the relocation

of the klystrons to shorten the feedback-loop response time.

The injector will be rebuilt with a stainless steel subharmonic buncher and

a fundamental buncher located as close to the linac as possible. The drift

lengths will be optimized, and the solenoidal field carried a greater distance

over the linac to improve acceptance. These changes have been predicted by

PARMELA to substantially improve performance over OSX operation.

The space-charge subroutines in PARMILA, PARMTEQ, AND PARMELA have ignored

the effects of any conducting surfaces near the beam. In electron bunching

systems, however, the effects of a conducting wall can be important because

they reduce the longitudinal space-charge forces and increase the radial space-

charge forces. Consequently, PARMELA has been modified to provide an option

for including the effects of a conducting cylindrical wall having a specified

radius. The bunches are treated as a collection of charged rings. The e^r-

tric fields produced by a ring of charge in free space can be expressed in

terms of complete elliptic integrals that can be easily approximated. The
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fields produced by a charged ring inside a cylindrical conductor can be ex-

pressed as a series of Bessel functions, but a large number of terms may be

required for the series to converge. An alternate method, used by PARMELA, is

to superimpose the fields produced by the ring onto the fields produced by the

surface charges on the conductor. The image-charge distribution has been ob-

tained from CHARGE 2-D as a function of ring radius. When space-charge tables

are computed, the effects of the image charges can be included. This increases

the table computation time by a factor of 10, but ordinarily the table is com-

puted only once (or a few times) during a run.

The bridge couplers are critical components of ERX. They are made to res-

onantly couple the accelerator and decelerator so that power is shared, but

also to be variable so that the ratio of deceleration to acceleration can be

varied. Measurements on the rectangular-cell bridge coupler for ERX were com-

pleted. The results show the following:

• The ratio of accelerator structure fields to decelerator fields can be

continuously varied from a ratio of 1:1 to a ratio of 2.5:1

Power-flow phase shifts in the bridge coupler are smaller than 1° for

all field ratios

Power-flow phase shifts in the bridge coupler are independent of

accelerator- (or decelerator-) structure Q and, therefore, are beam-

loading independent

• The waveguide-to-bridge-coupler coupling ratio can be made large enough

to supply enough power to the final structures under most operating

conditions

A bridge coupler code was written to calculate klystron power, structure power

dissipation, beam power recovered, etc., for all operating conditions of the

ERX. This code will be used to choose the parameters of the final (copper)

bridge coupler.

The beamline components have been fabricated, tested, and preassembled

before installation. The installation will begin in November following the

completion of beam-breakup studies on the accelerator. The new accelerator

structures, bridge couplers, and injector components are under construction.

The preliminary start up of Phase I should begin next April.
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Phase II

After the first year of ERX, the average power will be increased by more

than a factor of 5 by increasing the micropulse repetition rate. The gun will

be operated cw during the macropulse to fill every subharmonic buncher bucket

(108 MHz). Additional improvements to the injector will be added for Phase II.

The rf system upgrades will include higher powered klystrons (6.5 MW) and

faster feedforward/feedback controls with higher frequency response. Other

improvements to the optical resonator, undulator, or diagnostics will be added

as needed. It is expected that average powers exceeding 50 kW will be achieved.

An extensive operating period for parametric studies has been scheduled during

Phase II.

INJECTOR DEVELOPMENT

An electron injector based on a laser-illuminated photocathode is being

developed with the objective of producing intense beam bunches with low trans-

verse emittance. Successful development of an improved electron injector is

crucial for advanced free-electron lasers.

An experiment designed to demonstrate that peak currents of 200 A or more

can be extracted from a photocathode of Cs3Sb has commenced at the Thermo

Electron Corporation in Massachusetts. A diode pulsed to a high voltage by a

Marx generator is being used with a Q-switched Nd:glass laser. The relatively

slowly rising pulse from the laser has allowed arcing to occur when the photo-

current exceeds 120 A. There is good reason to believe that using a more

rapidly rising laser pulse will produce the desired operation.

The development of GaAs photoemitters is under way in the Materials Tech-

nology Group at Los Alamos. It has been found that even though the crystal

surface is well cleaned by ion bombardment and a heat treatment, the quality

of the bulk material within a few micrometers of the surface is critical. The

material tested so far has yielded photoelectron efficiencies as high as 3% at

the He:Ne laser wavelength.

Design studies are under way for the rf cavity in which the photocathode

will be placed. The cavity will be shaped to provide the electrostatic focus-

ing fields needed to control the 60-ps bunch as it is quickly accelerated to

nearly 1 MeV. The emittance growth and energy spread are predicted to be

nearly a factor or 5 less than produced by conventional injectors.
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MICROWAVE AND MAGNET TECHNOLOGY

SOLID-STATE. RF AMPLIFIER STUDY
Work to develop solid-state, rf amplifiers for accelerator use has con-

tinued during this report period. This technology offers several advantages
(fast response to beam loading, relatively low-voltage requirements, high
power-to-weight ratio, etc.) to accelerator rf system designs. Studies of both
bipolar and static induction transistors (SIT) have indicated that single de-
vices can produce as much as 300-W cw per device at 400 MHz, where an important
accelerator drive frequency exists. This device technology, coupled with the
evolving radial coupling technology, suggests rf drive amplifiers in the 25-kW
level at 400 MHz are practical, cost effective, and could fulfill the require-
ments for a building-block approach to much higher power levels.

A basic design for a 25-kW, 400-MHz amplifier has been completed and some
of the basic components (rf combiners, power supply, and rf module) are on
order. The basic design concept is to combine the rf power from 15 1.25-kW
individual amplifiers to produce an amplifier with an output of 25 kW.

The results of studies to determine the present estimated capability of
rf modules using bipolar devices and a maximum number of combiner ports within
a single combiner device is shown in Fig. 26.

VERY HIGH POWER MICROWAVE SECTION SOURCES
The Very High Power Microwave Section was formed a year ago to address the

development of a new generation of microwave sources with power levels of
several hundred megawatts and above. The recurring interest in high current,
compact linacs and evolving requirements for directed-energy weapons has stimu-
lated this effort. Several program areas are now being studied by this section
in support of DOE and DoD missions and are discussed below.

Microwave Vulnerability, Lethality, and Effects (VLE)

One fundamental issue with directed-energy microwave weapons is the de-

velopment of credible vulnerability levels. The microwave diagnostics capa-

bility located in this section has already had significant success in producing

and measuring high-power microwave fields. This diagnostics expertise and the

availability of well-developed high-power microwave sources has resulted in a

joint effort with the Army Office of Military Electronic Warfare to establish
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Fig. 26. Estimated capability of rf modules using bipolar
devices and maximum number of combiner ports within a single
combiner device.

realistic microwave-effect thresholds for particularly critical electronic

devices and to identify the significance of various microwave pulse parameters.

Design and Test of Very High Power Microwave Sources

This effort is focused on the development of multigigawatt microwave

sources and toward understanding the limiting mechanisms inside high-power

sources. This program has developed two new microwave sources that are being

theoretically and experimentally investigated to explore the practical limits

of microwave sources. This is a three-division, multidisciplinary effort with

continuing Air Force support.
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Electronic Warfare Systems Design

The use of explosively driven diode systems (EDDS) for electronic warfare

is a new area of effort, and we have started a conceptual design program that

is intended to explore the practical limits of these systems. This is a joint

effort with the DoD and will involve Laboratory-wide participation.

Microwave Source Development for Compact Linacs

Much of the current microwave-source research is concerned with the col-

lective effects of beam-field interactions. To address the use of these sys-

tems for present microwave source needs (acceleration, plasma heating, neutron

sources, space communications), we must have better understanding of the inter-

action time scales. To reach this understanding, we must develop long-pulse

(tens of microseconds), high-current electron guns. The effects of plasma

formation in gun designs is now being studied.
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PORTABLE ACCELERATOR (PAC)

The portable accelerator which was designed and built for the Energy (Q)

Division wa? completed during this reporting period. It is now undergoing

characterization tests in the Q-Division facilities. A photograph of the sys-

tem, less the self-contained water cooler and the dc power supply, is shown in

Fig. 27.

Fig. 27. The portable accelerator.
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The basic specifications for the linear accelerator are listed below:

Electron beam energy on target—6, 8, 10 MeV, push-button selectable

from the console

X-ray beam intensity, unflattened, at 1 m from the target—600 R/min

Spot size—less than 3 mm

Utilities—115-V, 60-Hz, 30-A single phase, including the water-

cooling system

Weight per module—light enough to be carried by two men

To date, the machine has been run primarily at 8 MeV. It cannot be run

at full output because of shielding limitations at its present location. The

extrapolated output at rated power is 700 R/min. The spot size has been tested

extensively and appears to be smaller than 3 mm. The reliability has proved

to be excellent with no major breakdowns. Essentially, the machine has been

available whenever it was needed.
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THE KLYSTRON DEVELOPMENT PFOJECT

During the final six months of Fv' 84, the klystron code was completed.

New iteration schemes were included to ensure better self-consistency of parti-

cle motion and space-charge fields.

Two LAMPF klystrons, one from each of two vendors, were simulated in de-

tail. Examinations of the effects of changing the placement, of fundamental-

and second-harmonic cavities were made. Klystron performance as a function of

cavity tunings, magnetic-field profile, electron-beam input conditions, and

external load impedance was studied. Excel"!? it agreement was seen with experi-

mental measurements, particularly with regard to the variations of the external

load impedance. Redesigns of the two types of LAMPF klystrons optimizing the

overall efficiency were completed, and the results have been given to R. L.

Cady of tne Engineering Support Group (MP-8), who will rebuild some LAMPF kly-

strons according to the new designs. The testing of the new klystrons will

probably take place near the middle of 1985. The LAMPF tube-rebuilds will be

an important proof of the validity of the code. If successful, the code should

find wide use.

Simulations of the Los Alamos FEL buncher system were started and are

still being worked on. To reduce the computational time per simulation, some

rewriting of the code was required. This rewriting was necessary because of

some peculiarities in the bunching system not present in klystrons. In par-

ticular, the electron beam initially is bunched at the 60th subharmcnic and the

first two bunchers are at the 12th subharrnonic of the accelerator frequency.

Also, the magnetic field reaches a value of nearly 10 times the Brillouin field

in the buncher. These problems were tackled and several observed experimental

features are beginning to emerge from the simulations. Better output graphics

and a more sophisticated particle-pushing routine will provide additional im-

provement for this type of simulation.

A draft of a complete summary report on all the theory and simulation

results has been written. In addition, several articles on the methods used

in the code are planned.
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